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Developing 
mobility solutions

We are seeing a shift in the way that Australians view 
their relationship with vehicles and transport. While 
requirements for affordability, quality and safety remain 
constant, consumers are increasingly looking for 
ways to reduce their environmental impact, as well as 
demanding more flexibility in the way they move and 
greater personalisation of services. At the same time, 
traditional models of mobility are being disrupted with 
changes in technology and innovative business models 
offering new and more effortless ways of moving using 
autonomous, connected and shared mobility services. 
Toyota embraces this challenge as an opportunity to be 
a leader in this societal shift.

As part of our transition towards our 2025 direction, 
Toyota Australia is preparing for the introduction 
of connected vehicle technology to its range of 
vehicles. The aim of this investment will provide Toyota 
customers with functionalities such as automatic 
collision notification, stolen vehicle tracking system 
and connecting vehicle diagnostic to the dealer 
network providing Toyota customers with a safer driving 
experience.

Mobility plays a central role in the lives of all Australians, 
enabling access to employment, education and social 
opportunities which enhance the wellbeing of individuals and 
the economic growth of our nation. Recognising the changing 
expectations of our customers, Toyota is transitioning from 
a traditional automotive company to a mobility company, 
investing significantly in innovation, partnerships and advocacy 
– on a mission to give all Australians the freedom to move.

Automation and intelligent transport 
systems
The introduction of automation is a ‘once-in-
a-century’ change for the automotive industry. 
Automation exists on a spectrum, from vehicles that 
reduce the need for driver input by using cameras 
and sensors to see other vehicles or objects, to 
those which cooperate with nearby vehicles and 
infrastructure, sending and receiving messages, and 
enabling them, for example, to see round corners. 

Automated driving systems have the potential to 
warn drivers about road hazards, eliminate human 
errors, improve traffic flow by providing real-time 
information, and increase road network efficiency. 
In doing so, Toyota believes they have the potential 
to benefit all of society - helping to greatly reduce 
traffic fatalities and injuries, reshape cities, reduce 
emissions, improve the productivity of urban centres 
and enable mobility for everyone. 

June 2020* saw a significant 
milestone in our introduction 
of automated technologies 
to the Australian light-car 
market, with the launch of 
our new-generation Yaris*. 
This vehicle integrates a 
pre-collision safety system 
using camera, radar and 
autonomous braking to 
avoid or mitigate the effects 
of a crash. It can detect 
vehicles and pedestrians, 
day or night and cyclists 
during the day – and is 
the first Toyota vehicle in 
Australia which can detect 
and automatically brake to 
avoid other vehicles and 
pedestrians when turning at 
intersections. 

* following the reporting period

* Driver assist feature only. Unavailable outside Australia or if service is disabled/terminated. Only operates under certain conditions. Check your 
Owner’s Manual for limitations.
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Toyota Australia partners for road-safety projects 

Victoria 
Over 2018–2020, Lexus Australia has partnered with the Victorian Government in a two-year trial of 
connected-vehicle technology aimed at reducing road trauma.

The Victorian trial tested cellular-based communications technology designed to reduce traffic accidents 
while managing traffic flow to reduce congestion, fuel consumption and emissions.

Two specially-equipped Lexus RX 450h F Sport luxury SUVs were fitted with the ‘Cellular V2X’ technology, 
which included:

• Electronic Emergency Brake Light

• Red Light Violation Warning

• Right Turn Assist

• In-Vehicle Speed Warning

• Slow & Stopped Vehicle Warning

• Curve Speed Warning

Queensland 
Toyota Australia is reinforcing its leadership in automotive safety by participating in Australia’s largest on-
road connected-vehicle project, aimed at eliminating crashes or mitigating their effects. 

The Queensland Government’s Ipswich Connected Vehicle Pilot is a ground-breaking development that 
enables sensors installed at 29 intersections to ‘talk’ to vehicles equipped with Dedicated Short-Range 
Communications (DSRC) technology.

Two Lexus RX 450h F Sport SUVs have been fitted with Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems, which 
provides drivers with advance information of road conditions including changes to speed limits, hazards on 
the road ahead and even that a pedestrian will be crossing a nearby intersection. They join 500 cars owned 
by the general public that have been fitted with the technology. 

The trial will gather data on safety scenarios involving vehicle-to-vehicle connectivity, such as emergency 
electronic braking warnings and slow or stopped vehicle warnings. The Lexus Australia engineering team, 
working closely with the Queensland Government, will assess the effectiveness of intelligent transport 
systems while expanding our understanding of driver acceptance of these technologies.

Lexus Australia is proud to contribute to a project that, as well as being designed to save lives, can also 
reduce congestion, cut fuel consumption and help the environment, all while making driving more enjoyable.

In our own operations, Toyota Australia, in 
partnership with Toyota Material Handling 
Australia and Toyota Fleet Management, 
has been working to introduce automation 
to our Altona warehouse, through a fleet of 
autonomous Autopilot vehicles that will become 
operational in 2020. These vehicles will apply 
driverless technology to achieve conveyance, 
towing, lifting, to autonomously place product 
and pick orders for customers. They include 
leading safety systems, scanners and obstacle 
detection to minimise risk and safety issues. 
They will also deliver energy efficiency and 
low maintenance costs via lithium-ion battery 
technology and automatic charging. 

Toyota is investing significantly in innovation, programs 
and partnerships for ‘Connected, Autonomous/
Automated, Shared, and Electric’ technologies at a 
global and local level. New Toyota Australia vehicles will 
soon be fitted with a localised embedded Telematics 
service, which will be based on global connected vehicle 
architecture. This feature will focus on providing safety 
and security, enhancing Toyota customer experience. 

Toyota Australia has been actively trialling Cooperative 
Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) over the past 
two years, through two collaborations (see right). The 
trials demonstrate our commitment to partnerships in 
advancing C-ITS in Australia, as these technologies by 
their nature depend on the cooperation of multiple 
parties.

Concept/Prototype vehicle shown. Not available for purchase.

October 2019, Toyota Motor Corporation 
introduced the “LQ”, a concept vehicle that 
leverages advanced technology to build an 
emotional bond between car and driver.

LQ is equipped with automated driving 
capabilities and Yui, a powerful artificial 
intelligence-powered interactive agent  
designed to learn from the driver and deliver  
a personalised mobility experience.
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Toyota Share 

In October 2019, TMC announced the rollout of 
Toyota Share - a nationwide car sharing service 
in Japan provided by Toyota dealers and Toyota 
rental and leasing branches. Customers can 
unlock and use Toyota vehicles as and when 
they need to travel.

Sharing services
The automotive sector, in common with other sectors 
of the global economy, is seeing increasing demand 
for sharing services. The impacts of population growth 
and urbanisation have created congestion and reduced 
access to parking in urban centres. At the same 
time, consumers concern over climate change and 
environmental pollution has increased. Ride sharing 
and car sharing have become increasingly popular 
as an affordable, convenient and environmentally 
friendly alternative to individual car ownership. Toyota 
is exploring and embracing shared mobility as an 
opportunity. 

Data privacy and security

We recognise that with deployment of automated and 
connected technologies, we have a responsibility to 
set up and maintain appropriate systems to support 
cyber security, and to manage customer information in 
line with our privacy obligations. For information on our 
approach see p. 65.

Collaboration and advocacy 
Mobility services are inherently interconnected with the 
communities they serve, and as society moves towards 
greater automation and sharing of mobility services, 
this interconnection will only increase. Our vision for 
mobility cannot be realised by one company alone. 
The development and deployment of these innovative 
technology solutions and business models requires 
engagement, collaboration, advocacy and education 
with a range of stakeholders. We are determined to 
play a leading role in the evolution of mobility, working 
collaboratively with our peers, and partnering with start-
ups, IT and telecommunications companies to develop 
the necessary technologies. We are also working 
with state and federal governments to think through 
complex questions of infrastructure and regulation. In 
parallel, we are continuing to educate the public about 
the possibilities of connected and automated transport 
systems. 

See also our advocacy towards a zero-carbon economy, 
p. 22.

Toyota’s Research Institute Advanced Development (TRI-AD) 

In December 2019, Toyota Research Institute-Advanced Development, based in Japan, began full-scale 
operations. The institute is a partnership between Toyota, Aisin, Denso and the US-based Toyota Research 
Institute (TRI) established in 2018 to unify and strengthen Toyota’s software capabilities, particularly for 
automated driving and advanced safety. 

One example of leading technology developed through TRI-AD is its ‘Mobile Teammate Concept’ which will 
allow users to enjoy the benefits of automated driving technologies while still allowing them to drive safely, 
enjoyably, and freely when they wish. It is being developed based on two approaches:

•  Guardian mode uses technology to observe both road and driver conditions. With subtle nuance 
Guardian augments a driver’s situational awareness and sharpens their driving skills, intervening only 
when necessary to protect the vehicle from a potential crash. 

•  Chauffeur mode takes responsibility for all driving tasks. It combines Toyota’s renowned reliability and 
craftsmanship with cutting-edge advancements in machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI). 

From January 2021, TRI-AD will expand and improve its operations through a new holding company, ‘Woven 
Planet Holdings’ and two operating companies. This group will accelerate the evolution of human-centred 
mobility with a more agile software-first development process.




